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Abstract—This report experimentally validates that integer division in FreeBSD’s NewReno implementation results
in cwnd being capped on large BDP paths.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
This report documents an experimental validation of a
corner case involving integer maths in FreeBSD’s current
NewReno implementation. Readers are encouraged to
read CAIA Technical Report 080818A [1] for details of
the testbed and measurement tools used in this experiment.
Under FreeBSD the growth of TCP’s congestion window (cwnd) during congestion avoidance is determined
by Equation 1.
SM SS × SM SS
(1)
cwnd
As a result of integer division, if cwnd is larger than
SM SS 2 the right hand side of the expression equals zero
and cwnd will cease to grow. This report will show that
cwnd growth in congestion avoidance mode is capped
when cwnd becomes greater than or equal to SM SS 2
bytes.
RFC2581 [2] identifies this issue and suggests that
implementations increase cwnd by 1 byte when cwnd >
SM SS 2 . The FreeBSD implementation does not take
this approach.
Section 2 will describe the experimental method.
Section 3 will present the results and show how cwnd
growth is capped under FreeBSD.
cwnd+ =

II. E XPERIMENTAL METHOD
The tests were conducted over the NewTCP [3] testbed
as detailed in [1]. A test involved a single NewReno TCP
flow between two FreeBSD 7.0 hosts. A router between
the hosts simulated a high bandwidth × delay product
(BDP) link with dummynet [4].
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The SM SS was FreeBSD’s default value of 1448
bytes. A range of link characteristics were tested, shown
in Table I. These characteristics were chosen so that the
BDP of the link was large enough to allow cwnd to grow
beyond SM SS 2 .
Each test lasted three minutes and was performed
twice for consistency. During the tests the TCP sender’s
cwnd was recorded with SIFTR [5].
The window used by the TCP sender is the minimum
of cwnd, the receiver’s window and the send buffer size.
As the experiment dealt with large BDPs the default size
of the send buffer was inadequate. It was necessary to
configure the send buffer to be larger than the BDP so
that cwnd is the utilised window value. Under FreeBSD,
cwnd is updated during congestion avoidance even if it
is not the minimum value. When this occurs cwnd is not
representative of the TCP window and it will continue
to grow unbounded while packet loss does not occur.
III. R ESULTS
Figure 1 shows cwnd for the duration of a three
minute test. After slow start and the first packet loss
occurs TCP enters congestion avoidance mode. Starting
from sshresh, half the maximum cwnd, cwnd increases
linearly according to Equation 1 until it reaches 1448
packets near t = 100 seconds. cwnd growth stops as
a result of integer division at 1448 packets, exactly
SM SS 2 bytes.
Figure 2 shows the values at which cwnd was capped
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IV. C ONCLUSION
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This report describes experimental evaluation of a
corner case in FreeBSD’s NewReno implementation.
Integer division in the congestion avoidance algorithm
causes cwnd growth to cease when cwnd >= SM SS 2 .
When ssthresh < SM SS 2 cwnd is capped
at SM SS 2 bytes or SM SS packets. However if
ssthresh > SM SS 2 cwnd is capped at ssthresh bytes.
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Capped value of cwnd as BDP increases

for all the links tested. From the 175ms test cwnd is
capped at increasingly large values.
Figure 3 contains a plot of cwnd for the 175ms test.
At this larger BDP cwnd is capped as soon as it is set to
ssthresh after the first packet loss. In this case ssthresh
is greater than SM SS 2 and the integer division problem
is encountered on the first congestion avoidance update
of cwnd.
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